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 Alf presenting the new ‘Alf Garner’ trophy to joint
winners, Roger Busfield and Danny Woof.
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March - Margaret Garrard

An audience of 27 members saw Margaret start with an
involute turned light pull.  As necessary with glued up
pieces, she used the ‘one I did earlier’ routine to show how
to lay out and how she makes and uses a card template. One
change from previous visits was that she now uses drive
and tailstock steb centres so that, though she still keeps
them for use if needed, she doesn’t normally now nail on
end pieces, since the possibility of the centres separating

the paper joints is no longer a problem.

That was followed by a weed pot with a difference.
Starting with a length of square section oak (3” x
3”), Margaret used a small arbortech cutter, a blow-
torch to remove stray fibres and a black acrylic to
colour one face.  It was then mounted in the lathe
and a 22mm hole drilled and the neck shaped.  It
was then re-chucked to finish the bottom.

Finally, a
piece of
maple was
turned to
produce

a shallow dish which was in turn
used (again, along with ones done
earlier) to demonstrate masking,
air-brushing and piercing.
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Also on display were two
intricate pieces from Danny
Woof and one from Roger
Busfield.

Some examples of
Margaret’s colouring
and texturing work and
below, some more, plus
some of her involute
turning.
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AGM

Attended by 24 members, the minutes of the last meeting were
accepted, the Chairman delivered his report (see page 10 for full text)
and the Treasurer’s report was read and accepted.

There were no changes to the committee but it was noted that at the next
AGM, a new chairman, secretary, treasurer and programme secretary
will all be needed.

The meeting closed at 10.30am and was followed by the judging and
presentation of the new Alf Garner Challenge Trophy.  The theme for

this was ‘toys’ and there was a tie for the
winner - Roger Busfield and Danny Woof.
(see cover picture.) They shared the prize
money and each will hold the trophy for 6
months.

Left, the entries with Donald having a play.

After the presentation, there was a demonstration of work and several
lathes showing working demonstrations to members and public alike.
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 Busfield.

On the right, Roger’s ‘Three Blind
Mice’ and below, Danny’s Solitaire,
winning entries.

Roger acknowledges the inspiration
of Stuart King for his choice of
subject.

Top left and right, Lionel,and
Roger and left, Peter showing ‘how
to do it’.
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Mick Hanbury.

May saw a visit by Mick to show us, as well as some examples of his
work, a demonstration of turning and piercing a lidded bowl and a

square edge bowl.

Photos and descriptions from Roger Bus-
field.

1.    Mick explaining how he was going to turn the piece of Sycamore
 12" x 3" which is mounted on the lathe
2     Cleaning up the face and starting to form the bowl
3     With the bowl formed with a recess the piece is ready to remount
 on the other side
4     Roughing off the base

1            2

3             4
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5 Checking the foot diameter
6 The underside finished with a wall
 thickness on the rim of about 1/8"

5

6

     7   8

7   Mick used "Frisket" to mark out a design
8   Making a start on the piercing with a Dremel

9 Showing the work so far

10 Making a lid for the bowl
 and trying the piece for
 fit
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11

12

             13

                          14

11 Lid hollowed out and starting to shape
 the outside

12 A jamb chuck was used to finish the
 outside

13 After turning a finial with a detail
 gouge, he is now checking the
 diameter of the spigot

14 Showing how the piece is looking so
 far
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1  With a piece of Yew 7" x 7"
 x 2 1/4" thick Mick starts to  turn
a square edge bowl

2 Taking shape on the underside with a
 foot/reverse chucking point complete

3 After texturing around the bowl edge
 Organ Oil was applied

4 The bowl remounted on other side
 and Mick checking the edge
 thickness

5 A bit further on and using ‘inbuilt’
 callipers to recheck wall thickness

6 A coat of Organ oil applied to inside
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7 Remounting onto a jamb chuck to clean
  up the foot

                               8 Job done

Notice.

The Committee wish to bring to your attention, the following:-

1.   The Membership Calendar, formerly the Events Calendar or
 Programme will in future run from January to January. It will
 include membership number and replace the Membership card.

2 The Chairperson, Secretary, Treasurer and Programmes
 Secretary are all standing down, so please give some thought
 about who will be going to stand for these positions.
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The ‘Mouseman’ Show - or, as it
is sometimes known, Revolutions 18!

This took place 22nd to 29th May in
the Rayrigg Rooms at Bowness.

The number of participants was, dis-
appointingly, very small but Roger,
Lionel, Bill, Danny and Bryan were
all demonstrating and Bryan - Mr

Mouseman himself - was
very popular. Well, his
mice certainly were, the
others having to be roped
in  to aid production!
These were free but attract-
ed donations and sales of
other items, which were on
a par with previous years.

Above, two general views.

Left, Roger’s ‘Scrambled Eggs’
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Chairman’s Report

I welcome you all to this Annual General Meeting which by my reckon-
ing is the 18th since the inception of the CWA in 1991.
Over the last twelve months I hope you will agree that our club has
enjoyed an interesting and varied programme of events with some excel-
lent demonstrations and for arranging these we are much indebted to
Gordon McIver, our programme Director. I think there was only one
disappointment when Andy Lodge was unable to come because he was
going into hospital. However, although at short notice, Roger stepped
most ably into the breach on that occasion.
For myself I thought one of our most interesting meetings was in Febru-
ary when four of our own members, David, Danny, Mark and Brian were
persuaded by Gordon to demonstrate some other aspects of woodturning.
We thank them once again.
Revolutions 17 last year in Bowness, whilst the takings were slightly
down on the previous year, charitable donations were up considerably
and for that we are extremely grateful to all those members who partici-
pated during the week, whether providing items to sell, stewarding or
entertaining the public at the lathes or in any other way. We hope for
continued success with Revolutions 18 next month, and I am often
reminded how fortunate we are to have this outlet for our woodturning
when I hear of so many other clubs either not having the opportunity at
all or perhaps only able to sell their goods on one day a year at some
expensive venue. I would therefore like to encourage you all to take
advantage of our good fortune and bring whatever woodturned items that
you want to sell.
Also, as in the last economic downturn, it may well be that the public
could be looking for less expensive gifts so hopefully we will be well
placed to take advantage should that be the case.
At fairly short notice our Club was offered a couple of tables at the
Christmas Fayre held here in the Bryce Institute. Unfortunately, sales
were disappointing essentially through lack of customers as there were
several bigger Fayres on that day in and around Kendal. We are hoping
that they will bring forward the fayre to a date in November when
hopefully there would be more custom.
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 We have also had a tentative approach  to demonstrate at the Millom
Show towards the end of August and at the moment we are trying to
establish whether we might be able at the same time to offer some of our
goods for sale.
In November we held an EGM, at which we voted to increase our
subscriptions to a more realistic level bearing in mind the considerable
increase in our costs. The Committee hopes that we can maintain this
level of subscription for a number of years.
Alf Garner, our Hon. President, who edited our Newsletter for many
years decided to step down from that task and we were extremely fortu-
nate when Ken Davis, our previous webmaster, offered to take this job
on. As you will have seen from the latest publication Ken has exceeded
all expectations with a masterful production for which we are all very
grateful.
As well as camera supremo, Bill Robinson together with his son Graham
took over the running of the website from Ken last year. It also is a
wonderful production and Bill, we would very much like you to express
our thanks to Graham on your behalf.
Remember that it is your Newsletter and Website so if you have any
articles or photographs that you think other members might enjoy please
pass them on to Ken or Bill. Likewise with tools or items that you are
looking to sell.
You will probably know that Bill and Roger were accepted onto the
Register of Professional turners, and besides our congratulations we are
grateful for their input and expertise.
Your Committee have worked hard throughout the year to make our
Association a success for us all to enjoy.
We are delighted to see our Treasurer, Tony, returned to good health after
a long uphill struggle and by all accounts some pretty miraculous surgery
and plumbing!
Our Secretary, Mark, who manages the day to day aspects keeps the
Committee up to date with procedures and ensuring our Club stays within
the law particularly in respect of current legislation.
Our Raffle proceeds are a vital input to our funds so if  it appears Peter
Martindale or at times another member is twisting your arm to buy a
raffle ticket let me assure you it is all in a good cause. Our Raffle prizes
are purchased from ‘Little Sheffield’ in Blackburn, who give us a very
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good deal and, as you will see from their advert on the back of the Events
Programme, are offering 10% discount to members.
Unfortunately our long standing local supplier of tools and Raffle prizes
in the form of Gift Vouchers ceased business last September and John
Paige the proprietor is trying to build up a tool supply business running it
through the internet from home. I have spoken to John about this venture
hoping perhaps he would take the place of the much missed Benmail for
inexpensive turning tools. However, we wish him every success with his
new venture and you will also see his advert in the Events Programme.
Current Regulations have caught up with the Bryce Institute in respect of
Health and Safety and Insurance requirements and we are grateful to
Mitch Platt for becoming our Representative on the Hall Committee.
Together with Fred he organised the PAT testing and Certification of all
our electrical equipment.
I sometimes wonder how would we manage without Fred Singleton our
Revolutions organiser, general factotum, sometime joiner and very ready
to give a hand whenever needed.
Brian Wilson for managing our extensive Library of books and videos
with help from Frank to Pete Osborn who maintains our abrasive supply.
Lionel, who does a lot of good and necessary work behind the scenes and
is very willing to give his advice on keeping things running smoothly.
So thank you gentlemen for all your efforts over the past year and also to
anyone whose name I have failed to mention.
In closing my Report I think we can safely say our Association is in good
health and I hope you will continue to enjoy our meetings over the next
year.
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